Management of stock and
traceability of products
To have a sufficient products in stock but not too much since products in stock cost
money, they can expire, they can become unusable for a multitude of reasons…This is
a point of particular interest in which a great deal of energy can be lost and still mistakes
will happen.
Moreover quality standards demand a thoroughly elaborated producttraceability: who
did what with which batch? And yet: management of stock and producttraceability don’t
need to be nightmares. Agaat will steer everything in the right direction.
Some of the many advantages of Agaat
- Reception, taking into use and putting out of use can be done manually or by bar code
- Automatic production of ordering proposals
- Control on expired products
- Tracking of outstanding orders
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- Automatic management of certificates, warning e.g. if a preliminary batchcomparison is necessary
- Segmentation / division of products in subproducts is possible
- Products can be used in different departments with traceability per department
- Storage conditions per product and by location
- User access is linked to functions
- Language can be adjusted per user
- Safety pictograms / danger codes with links to safety protocols
- Built from the practice in an ISO 17025 surrounding
- Easy to use, complete in information
Interested…
Contact Bitos free from obligations at +32 (0)14 60 00 70 or by info@bitos.be.
We will gladly advice you to the extend of your organization.

